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To the shareholders of Simtronics ASA 

Oslo, 1 March 2011 

Opinion pursuant to the Norwegian Securities 
Trading Act section 6-16 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 

On 2 July 2010, Simtronics ASA (“Simtronics” or the “Company”) announced that the Company was in 

breach with its bank loan covenants and was exploring a number of alternatives to resolve its financial 

situation, hereunder discussions with its main shareholder Autronica Fire and Security AS (“Autronica” 

or the “Offeror”) and its bank DnB NOR. Following this, on 12 July 2010, Autronica announced an 

intention to set forth a non-binding intention voluntary cash offer at NOK 2.05 per share for all issued 

shares of Simtronics not already held by Autronica. At this point, Autronica held 18,878,305 shares in 

Simtronics, comprising approx. 27.2 percent of the issued shares. Additionally, Autronica held, and still 

holds, a convertible loan of NOK 71,575,000 with a conversion price of NOK 2.36 issued by Simtronics. 

If converted, the loan would constitute 30.4 percent of the issued shares in the Company after 

conversion and Autronica would control 49.3 percent of the issued shares, including shares already 

owned. Completion of the above mentioned offer was to be conditional upon customary closing 

conditions. 

On 3 August 2010, Simtronics announced that it had signed a bridge funding agreement with Autronica 

of NOK 18 million in order to provide additional time for Autronica to review the proposed transaction 

and prepare a basis upon which to move forward with a potential offer. The bridge funding was to be 

available through 2010 or for a period of 8 weeks following a possible withdrawal of the potential 

transaction by Autronica. On 2 December 2010, it was announced that the bridge funding period would 

be extended through the first quarter of 2011 or for a period of 8 weeks following a possible withdrawal 

by Autronica.  

On 15 February 2011, Autronica announced its intention to set forth a voluntary cash offer (the “Offer”) 

to purchase all issued shares not already held by Autronica at NOK 1.90 per share (the “Offer Price”). At 

the same time, it was announced that repayment of the NOK 18 million bridge funding was extended to 

30 June 2011, or, if applicable, 8 weeks following the public notice of a withdrawal or non-completion of 

the Offer. Pursuant to the offer document dated 1 March 2011, the offer period starts on 2 March 2011 

and ends on 15 April 2011 at 17:30 (CET), subject to extension(s), but in no event longer than 10 May 

2011. If not waived, the Offer is conditional upon certain conditions, including, but not limited to, 

Autronica receiving valid and unconditional acceptances of the Offer from Simtronics' shareholders 

representing, together with shares already held by Autronica, more than 90 percent of the total number 

of shares and votes in Simtronics on a fully diluted basis (but excluding convertible rights held by 
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Offeror) and alteration of the strike price on the convertible loan held by Autronica from NOK 2.36 per 

share to the Offer Price of NOK 1.90 per share. The alteration of the strike price is subject to approval by 

an extraordinary general meeting of Simtronics and the Offer being completed by Autronica by purchase 

of those shares being accepted sold pursuant to the Offer. 

1.2 The scope of our assignment 

The Oslo Stock Exchange, in its capacity as takeover supervisory authority, has decided that the opinion 

related to the Offer pursuant to the Norwegian Securities Trading Act section 6-16 shall be provided by 

an independent competent advisor on behalf of the Company. The background for this is that 

Simtronics’ Board of Directors (the “Board”) has entered into a transaction agreement with Autronica and 

that the Offer is launched in understanding with the Board. Consequently, Argo Securities AS (“Argo 

Securities”), which has acted as Simtronics’ financial advisor since July 2010, has, after the approval of 

the Oslo Stock Exchange in relation to independency and competence, been mandated by the Company 

to issue the opinion pursuant to the Norwegian Securities Trading Act section 6-16 in relation to the 

Offer set forth by Autronica.  

2. Argo Securities’ opinion 

2.1 Impact on the Company and the employees 

The Offer is an effort by Autronica to acquire control of Simtronics. Autronica states that it intends to 

continue the Company’s operations and further develop the Company’s products and services as part of 

a larger international provider of fire and security solutions.  

According to the offer document, the completion of the Offer will not in itself have any legal, economic or 

other work related consequences for Simtronic’s employees. However, if the Offer is completed, the 

Offeror intends to conduct a post acquisition review of the Company’s operations with a view to 

developing a plan to realise efficiencies and synergies with Autronica’s and its affiliates’ operations. As a 

consequence, we cannot rule out that this will have consequences for the Company’s employees and 

the localisation of the Company’s operations. On the other hand, Autronica states that it plans to build 

on Simtronics’ current brand, improve the utilisation of fixed assets and provide enhanced opportunities 

for Simtronics’ employees and, based on the information set out in the offer document, Autronica does 

not state plans to make any changes to the localisation of the Company’s operations.  

Except for the information pointed out above, the contents of the offer document implies that the Offer 

will not cause substantial changes to the Company’s operations or strategy, and that it will not have 

substantial consequences with regard to the Company’s interest, including substantial changes to the 

Company’s employees or the localization of the Company’s operations. 

2.2 Evaluation of the Offer 

The Offer Price of NOK 1.90 per share represents a premium of 11.8 percent to the closing price of NOK 

1.70 on 14 February 2011, the last trading day prior to the Offeror's announcement of the Offer, which 
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values the Company's outstanding shares at approximately NOK 132 million. The shares have 

historically traded at higher levels than the Offer Price, but the shares have not traded above the Offer 

Price the last 5 months prior to the announcement of the Offer.  

Based on the information that has been available to us, Argo Securities concluded in an opinion to the 

Board dated 7 February 2011 that the Offer Price of NOK 1.90 per share is within a range that is, from a 

financial point of view, fair to the shareholders of Simtronics. This conclusion is based on certain 

assumptions and common methodologies determined appropriate to estimate the equity value of 

Simtronics, including the discounted cash flow method, trading multiples of comparable quoted 

companies and stock market observations. Argo Securities also points out that the Simtronics shares 

are, at the time of making this opinion, trading around NOK 1.75 – 1.85 per share on the Oslo Stock 

Exchange, which is beneath the Offer Price. 

The financial situation of Simtronics should also be considered in the evaluation of the Offer and Argo 

Securities would like to point at some selected considerations in this regard based on publicly available 

information. Simtronics has experienced challenging market conditions over the last couple of years, 

ultimately resulting in a constrained liquidity situation. The Company has since 2009 been in breach of 

certain covenants of a credit facility with DnB NOR, but has currently obtained a temporary waiver from 

DnB NOR which, as a consequence, also has been provided by Autronica in relation to the convertible 

loan. As such, if the situation is not resolved or further waivers are obtained from DnB NOR and 

Autronica, Simtronics will likely have to secure financing from external sources to resolve the situation. 

Furthermore, in August 2010, Simtronics entered into a short term loan facility of NOK 18 million with 

Autronica. In relation to the Offer, the repayment date has been extended to 30 June 2011 or, if 

applicable, 8 weeks following the date on which Autronica has given public notice of a withdrawal or 

non-completion of the Offer. As of fourth quarter 2010, cash and cash equivalents constituted NOK 5.3 

million, excluding NOK 20 million in restricted cash. Argo Securities asks the shareholders of Simtronics 

to take this into consideration when evaluating the Offer. In the case of non-completion of the Offer, 

Simtronics will likely have to secure financing and no certainty can be given that the current market 

value of the Simtronics shares will be maintained in the future. 

If the Offer is completed Autronica states that it intends to de-list the shares from the Oslo Stock 

Exchange. Argo Securities points out that Autronica could propose a delisting of the shares of 

Simtronics even without achieving an acceptance level of 90 percent. Such a proposal will require 2/3 of 

the votes at a general meeting before an application for delisting may be submitted. If the Simtronics’ 

shares were to be delisted, it must be expected that the liquidity in the Simtronics share will be reduced 

relatively to the current level. The final decisions to de-list the shares will, however, be made by the Oslo 

Stock Exchange, who will also consider the interests of minority shareholders. The Oslo Stock 

Exchange may also decide on its own initiative to have the shares withdrawn from listing at the Oslo 

Stock Exchange. 

Also, if Autronica gains more than 90 percent of the shares and voting rights in the Company and within 

four weeks of completion of the Offer initiates a compulsory acquisition offering (the “Squeeze Out”) at a 
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purchase price equal to or higher than the price that it would have been required to offer in a mandatory 

offer and provides the necessary security for payment of the settlement, a mandatory offer will not be 

required under Norwegian law. In such a Squeeze Out, it must be expected that Autronica will offer NOK 

1.90 per share. Shareholders comprised by such a Squeeze Out will have the statutory possibility to call 

for a stipulation of the offer by judicial assessment. However, if the Squeeze Out is carried out within 

three months after the closing date of the offer, the Norwegian Securities Trading Act states that the 

redemption price shall be equal to the offer price, unless particular reasons prescribe another price. 

If Autronica should not achieve an acceptance level above 90 percent, the Offeror could still waive the 

90 percent condition and become the owner of more than 1/3 of the shares and voting rights in 

Simtronics. In such a scenario, Autronica will be required under the Norwegian Securities Trading Act to 

make a mandatory, unconditional offer for the remaining shares in the Company. 

Autronica has required an amendment of the conversion price pursuant to the convertible loan 

agreement from NOK 2.36 to NOK 1.90 per share as a condition for the Offer. The amendment of the 

conversion price is subject to the Offer being completed by Autronica by purchase of those shares being 

accepted sold pursuant to the Offer. If the conversion price is reduced and the convertible loan is 

converted into common shares this may have a dilutive effect on the value of the existing shares in 

Simtronics. In such a scenario, Autronica will control around 52.8 percent of the outstanding shares in 

Simtronics including existing shares, but excluding pre-acceptances received from the Board and senior 

executive management of the Company. 

3. The Board and executive management’s point of view as shareholders 

Members of the Board and members of the Company’s senior executive management (the “Pre-

accepting Shareholders”), combined representing 13.7 percent of the current shares outstanding in 

Simtronics as set forth in Appendix I, have entered into irrevocable pre-acceptances to accept the Offer 

in respect of shares in the Company held by them directly or through investment companies. These pre-

acceptances may not be withdrawn unless a superior competing offer is not matched by the Offeror. 

The Pre-accepting Shareholders have pre-accepted the Offer in their role as Shareholders and will not 

receive any extraordinary payments or benefits for such acceptances except for the Offer Price. 

4. Statements from the employees 

Neither Argo Securities nor Simtronics have received any separate statement from the employees in 

connection with the Offer. 
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5. Conclusion 

This opinion does not represent a recommendation to accept or reject the offer. The shareholders must, 

based on their own judgment and investment preferences, evaluate and consider the Offer. 

At the time of making this opinion, the Simtronics’ shares are being traded around NOK 1.75 – 1.85 per 

share on the Oslo Stock Exchange, i.e. beneath the Offer Price. Also, Simtronics has experienced 

challenging market conditions over the last couple of years, ultimately resulting in a constrained liquidity 

situation and breach of certain loan covenants. If the situation is not resolved or further waived by the 

creditors, Simtronics will likely have to secure financing from external sources to resolve the situation. 

No certainty can be given that the current market value of the Simtronics shares will be maintained in 

the future and Argo Securities ask the shareholders of Simtronics to take this into considerations. 

 

Yours faithfully, 

On behalf of Argo Securities AS 

 

 

Kjetil Brask Grønmyr 

Director, Corporate Finance 
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Appendix I – Pre-acceptances from the Board and senior executive management 

 

Name # shares % of total shares 

The Board of Directors   

John Afseth 1,877,271 2.70% 

Tore Amundsen 30,000 0.04% 

Hans Inge Nerby 40,000 0.06% 

Senior Executive Management   

Rune Martini 200,000 0.29% 

Torbjørn Laursen 7,005,766 10.09% 

Claus Fossum 100,000 0.14% 

Arvid Bjerkestrand 70,000 0.10% 

Lis Larsen 28,000 0.04% 

Frode Arnesen 168,000 0.24% 

Tor Mundal 30,000 0.04% 

Total 9,549,037 13.75% 

 

 


